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A once fine capes hang in tatters from this withered even‑toed ungulate corpse's long, long neck, and tarnished jewelry hangs loosely from it’s desiccated hide. A pale blue light shines from it’s twisting tongue, and illuminated it’s hollow skull from within.

Giraffelich CR 15
XP 51,200
CE Huge magical beast (augmented animal) necromancer 10
Init –1; Senses darkvision, life sight*, low‑light vision, scent; Perception +39
Aura fear (60‑ft. radius, DC 24)

Defense
AC 25, touch 7, flat‑footed 25 (–1 Dex, +4 armor, +14 natural, –2 size)
hp 190 (14d8+56+10d6+36)
Fort +18, Ref +11, Will +12
Defensive Abilities channel resistance +4; DR 15/bludgeoning and magic; Immune cold, electricity, undead traits

Offense
Speed 30 ft.
Melee neck smash +22 (2d10+12 plus 1d8+12 negative energy)
Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft.
Special Attacks grave touch* (9/day), paralyzing touch (DC 18), power over undead* (9/day, DC 18), trample (1d8+12, DC 30)

Spells Prepared (CL 10th)
5th—cloudkill (DC 21), cone of cold (DC 21), quickened magic missile, waves of fatigue
4th—dimension door, enervation, fire shield, wall of ice (2)
3rd—dispel magic (2), fireball (DC 19), suggestion (DC 19), vampiric touch (2)
2nd—darkness, extended mage armor (already cast), false life, scorching ray (2), see invisibility, spectral hand
1st—magic missile (3), ray of enfeeblement (2), shield (2)
0—bleed (DC 16), detect magic, ray of frost, read magic
Prohibited Schools enchantment, illusion

Statistics
Str 27, Dex 9, Con –, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 18
Base Atk +15; CMB +25; CMD 34 (38 vs. trip)
Feats Extend Spell, Great Fortitude, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Critical,  Maximize Spell, Power Attack, Quicken Spell, Run, Skill Focus (Perception), Weapon Focus (neck smash)
Skills Knowledge (arcana) +17, Knowledge (religion) +17, Knowledge (nature) +17, Linguistics +17, Perception +39, Spellcraft +17, 
Languages Abyssal, Aklo, Aquan, Celestial, Common, Draconic, Dwarven, Elven, Giant, Gnome, Goblin, Ignan, Infernal, Undercommon

Ecology
Environment warm plains
Organization solitary
Treasure standard
*Necromancer power (Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook, pages 81–82)

Rejuvenation (Su): When a giraffelich is destroyed, its phylactery apple immediately begins to rebuild the undead herbivore's body nearby. This process takes 1d10 days—if the body is destroyed before that time passes, the phylactery apple merely starts the process anew. After this time passes, the giraffelich wakens fully healed (albeit without any gear it left behind on its old body), usually with a burning need for revenge against those who previously destroyed it.

Neck Smash: A giraffelich has a melee attack that it can use once per round as a natural weapon. The neck smash it literally slamming the giraffelich’s mighty neck into a foe, and infusing the blow with negative energy in addition to the concussive impact. This negative energy deals 1d8 points of damage to living creatures + 1 point of damage per 2 Hit Dice possessed by the giraffelich. As negative energy, this damage can be used to heal undead creatures. A giraffelich can take a full‑round action to infuse itself with this energy, healing damage as if it had used its touch attack against itself.

Special Attacks: A giraffelich gains the two special attacks described below. Save DCs are equal to 10 + ½ giraffelich's HD + giraffelich's Cha modifier unless otherwise noted.

Fear Aura (Su): Creatures of less than 5 HD in a 60‑foot radius that look at the giraffelich must succeed on a Will save or become frightened. Creatures with 5 HD or more must succeed at a Will save or be shaken for a number of rounds equal to the giraffelich's Hit Dice. A creature that successfully saves cannot be affected again by the same giraffelich's aura for 24 hours. This is a mind‑affecting fear effect.

Paralyzing Touch (Su): Any living creature a giraffelich hits with its touch attack must succeed on a Fortitude save or be permanently paralyzed. Remove paralysis or any spell that can remove a curse can free the victim (see the bestow curse spell description, with a DC equal to the giraffelich's save DC). The effect cannot be dispelled. Anyone paralyzed by a giraffelich seems dead, though a DC 20 Perception check or a DC 15 Heal check reveals that the victim is still alive.

Strange Fate (Su): A giraffelich has innate luck manipulation powers, which take no effort or action on its part and make it much more difficult to overcome. Any time a giraffelich fails on an attack roll or saving throw, it gains one luck token. Any time it wishes, as a free action, it may spend a luck token prior to making any d20 check. This allows it to roll a d20 twice, and take the better of the two results. A giraffelich loses one unspent luck token every hour.

Skills: Giraffeliches have a +8 racial bonus on Perception, Sense Motive, and Stealth checks. A giraffelich always treats Climb, Disguise, Fly, Intimidate, Knowledge (arcana), Knowledge (religion), Perception, Sense Motive, Spellcraft, and Stealth as class skills.

The origins of the giraffelich are not well-known but are rooted in pragmatic, if misguided, aims. Because giraffes have very little need for sleep (as little as ten minutes in 24-hours, with an average of slightly less than two hours a day), a cabal of plains wizards decided to be reincarnated as girafftaurs, humanoid heads and torsos with hips that blend into a giraffe body where its neck would normally be, so as to become powerful spellcasters who could prepare their spells after just an hour of sleep each day.

Of course this required the plains wizards to ritually kill themselves, so they could be reincarnated. Those efforts failed miserably, and the entire idea was rightly abandoned. However, it was not a complete failure. In fact some souls of the wizards were reborn, but into common giraffes of unusual size. If one of these is hit with an awaken spell, it sometimes becomes a sentient, spellcasting giraffe wizard obsessed with requiring less and less sleep. The most powerful of these eventually realize undead never sleep, and seek to gain giraffelich status.

A typical giraffelich is a dread master of the warm plains, ruling an empire of awakened animals which have turned to dark magics. It is quite common for giraffelich to be served by other undead herbivores, most commonly ghoulkopi and palaeotraghosts.

The tail of a giraffe is the key component in many luck charms, and giraffeliches can tap into this connection as well resulting in their Strange Fate power. Many bone mages and wise men seek the tail of a giraffelich as a particularly valuable component in magic item creation, and it can be used as 5,000 gp worth of materials for any magic item that grants a luck bonus.

The phylactery of a giraffelich is rarely as ornate and well-kept as a humanoid giraffelich. Instead, the giraffelich defecates a “phylactery apple” early in its existence, usually without realizing it. This tight ball of evil dirt is the key to destroying the giraffelich permanently, but it’s placement can be any ditch or tall stand of trees in the undead’s domain. If the giraffelich’s existing body is destroyed, it’s phylactery apple hatches to produce a new form for the giraffelich within 1-10 days.
